As individual as life itself – Trias, Taleo and Triton.

Each of your patients is different. They all move at their own speed. They have their own individual habits and preferences, and their own goals.

That is why we at Ottobock have constantly continued to develop our portfolio over the last 100 years. For us, mobility is more than a level or a unit of measurement – it’s an attitude to life. We want to provide the best possible support for users, step by step.

And our development continues: introducing Taleo, the newest foot in our portfolio. Our expanded family of carbon feet provides you with more options to choose the right foot for your patient.
Trias®
Secure as expected.

Designed for moderately active individuals who navigate indoor and familiar outdoor environments and place a high value on consistent stability when walking.

Properties of 1C30 Trias:
- Soft rollover for easy movement at slow to moderate walking speeds
- Delivers the performance suited to each step
- Supports controlled movements across stable terrain

K3  Up to 275 lbs / 125 kg

Taleo®
Ready for everyday life.

Designed for active individuals who navigate varied indoor and outdoor environments and place a high value on effortless walking and the ability to go wherever life takes them.

Properties of 1C50 Taleo:
- Smooth rollover for effortless walking
- Delivers the performance suited to each step
- Supports dynamic movement across varying terrain conditions

K3  Up to 330 lbs / 150 kg
Waterproof: fresh, salt and chlorinated

Triton®
Your will. Your way.

Designed for ambitious individuals who navigate varied indoor and outdoor environments and place a high value on uncompromised response and control even when performing high-impact activities.

Properties of Triton* feet:
- Dynamic rollover supports vigorous walking
- Delivers the performance suited to each step
- Supports agile and high-impact movement across varying terrain conditions

K3 / K4  Up to 330 lbs / 150 kg
Waterproof: fresh, salt and chlorinated**

* Available family members: 1C60 Triton, 1C61 Triton Vertical Shock, 1C62 Triton Harmony, ** 1C63 Triton Low Profile, ** 1C64 Triton Heavy Duty.